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Transformers prime wheeljack vs hardshell

Insekicon scum Fly Bug Fierce Insects Cybertronian (Insectic) Insectic Commander Leader of the Insects Grimlock Bulkhead Wheeljack Miko Nakadai Wreckers Arm Guns Insect Arms Mandibles David Kaye (Prime)Scott Whyte (Rise of the Dark Spark) Speaks During The Battle Is a Sign of Weakness Hardshell was the
leader of the Insecticons and one of the originals with his brothers Sharpshot and Kickback. After rising to the surface of Cybertron to search for more Energon, he and his brothers were recruited into the Decepticon ranks. Somewhere to the Great Exodus, he and some of his brothers upgraded forms and found
themselves on earth. Hardshell met his end at Miko's hands when she fired a shot of Wheeljack's ship the Jackhammer in a mission to revenge Bulkhead. It should be said on that Hardshell was the first character to come so close to offlining an Autobot in the series since Starscream killed Cliffjumper. However, it was
broken when Megatron killed Bumblebee who later revived and killed him in return. History Origin Hardshell was one of the original and more developed Insecticons that thrived near Cybertron's core. However, when the core was infected with Dark Energon, the Insecticons were forced to move to higher ground to find
more Energon. At one point, they came into contact with Shockwave manipulating them to join the Decepticon ranks. Kubertron Sea of Rust Hardshell, Kickback, Sharpshot and several Insects were seen in the Sea of Rust protecting a discovery made by Shockwave. They were interrupted by the arrival of the Lightning
Strike Coalition but were able to catch them and kill one of them after a long and brutal battle. Expeirment testing Hardshell and his brothers took the survivors of the most feared Autobot combat unit to Shockwave who applied new animal alt modes from another world to them, making them stronger and faster. Hardshell,
Kickback and Sharpshot then accompanied shockwave as he tested nemerous times on them. Grimlock met Two of the experiments Grimlock and Swoop managed to escape their cells and went on a rampage in Shockwave's Tower. Hardshell was sent in to stop the conflict and test Grimlock's new found strength. He
immeditley boarded a revolver and started firing on Grimlock, but Swoop unlocked fuel pods that threw Grimock at Hardshell's revolver and eventually destroyed it, leaving Hardshell hanging from it. Grimlock then grabbed him and rammed his face into a console to gain the Dinobot's access to the next room. He
supposedly regained consciousness and escaped the tower before it blew up. Transformers Prime Wreckers Encounter Hardshell has claimed to be offline several Wreckers, although she was unknown who was names of those Wreckers he killed. Evidence to support this claim can be seen from the scars on his chest
and his long long periods against Bulkhead later. Earth controlled by Airachnid Hardshell and his brothers found their way into Earth and later locked themselves in stasis to be discovered by Airachnid. The Insecticons were temporarily controlled by Airachnid but declared their allegiance to Megatron and joined the crew
of the Nemesis. Hardshell and his brothers were forced into stasis lock when the Nemesis became sentient, zapped the entire crew supplement into stasis. Iacon remnant hunt/Fighting Bulkhead Megatron called for the most brutal Insecticon, Hardshell put his name forward, and was sent with three other Insectile to a
volcanic region near the equator to search for an Iacon relic. He encountered Bulkhead and fought the Wrecker but came off second best and lost his left male in the ordeal. After recovering, his Insecticon companions found himself picking himself off and realising Grootmaatkop had left him alive, which he said would be
the last mistake Bulkhead ever makes before changing with the other Insects. They followed for the remains containing a small amount of Tox-En, an Energon variant. One of the nsekticons fell for a trap set by Bulkhead that deployed a bomb in the container with a piece of Tox-En. Hardshell alerted the Insecticons, but
the one that opened the container was infected with Tox-En and they were forced to watch it suffer from the Tox-En expos as Hardshell reported it to Megatron. They tried to track Bulkhead, which took most of the Tox-En, and after following a fake route that left the Autobot, he eventually caught up with him in a volcano's
crater. Although Bulkhead was weakened by the Tox-En, he managed to expose Hardshell to enough Tox-En to severely weaken him. During a small fight, Hardshell was able to deliver a blow on Bulkhead and was about to finish off the Autobot until he was thrown by the Tox-En by Bulkhead to be more exposed to it.
The Autobot used his mace to get Hardshell close to the vent of the volcano where he tore the Tox-En at Hardshell and knocked him into the vent. While the Tox-En was destroyed, Hardshell survived the fall and climbed out of the volcano. He blew bulkhead furiously in the back as Bulkhead stepped through the
GroundBridge. Mission aftermath returning to the Nemesis, Hardshell faced Megatron's slim by failing to bring the Tox-En but mollifying his master through the news that Bulkhead was terminated, but Knock Out went on Hardshell's nerves by stating that his Insecticon partner turned out to be futile. Hardshell sobbed at
him and when Megatron asked if Hardshell was certain that Bulkhead had been executed, Hardshell said was by his own hand. As Hardshell raged about his victory to two of his Insecticon brothers, two Vehicons then got on his nerves when they called him and the Insects pit-bound scavenry and shrapnel eaters, which
as a result A brawl made by Knock Out tells Megatron that they should be contained to the chest after a minor swipe when Hardshell accidentally beat him. When they had a call from Wheeljack a short time later with the news that Grootmaatkop wasn't dead after all, Hardshell tried to argue that Bulkhead couldn't have
survived the wounds he received in the fight. Megatron angrily demanded Hardshell return instead with Wheeljack's spark. Hardshell vs Wheeljack Fighting Wheeljack/Death Hardshell's remains The Insecticon found the Wrecker at an energon mine and the pair clashed, with Hardshell easily able to elude Wheeljack's
grenade and finally dominating the fight to the point where Wheeljack was on the ground and defenseless. As Hardshell stood over him, ready to deliver a murder blow, he was blasted by a few missiles from Miko that launched the Jackhammer, thereby destroying Hardshell's spark and killing him for good. Hardshell's
body was taken back to the Nemesis by the other Insecticons, where one of them informed Megatron that a human girl was responsible for Hardshell's sudden death, which shocked and surprised Megatron a little. Hardshell was mentioned by Miko in Out of the Past. In Chain of Command, Wheeljack mentioned to Ultra
Magnus that Miko saved his life from Hardshell and Miko called Hardshell as a comebacker at Starscream. Personality and traits excuse me sir, But it's rude to talk about someone behind their backs. Hardshell was the most aggressive and resilient opponent among the Insects, and one of the Decepticons best warriors.
That could be supported with Hardshell lasting long periods against Grimlock, Bulkhead and Wheeljack as he claims to have killed several Wreckers he received multiple scars all over his body. Shockwave described him as preferring to use combat strategy and weapons over his insinuations as seen by his choice to use
a laserrewolf, but that didn't mean he completely ignored his instincts when quickly caught on Bulkhead's trap and his misguided tactics. Hardshell also appeared to have the intention of glowing over the Autobots (mainly Wreckers) that he had offline to his Insecticon brothers, but appeared to have little patience for those
who insulted him or his brothers as seen as being quite willing to attack and knock out several Vehicons after the two insulted the Insects. Nor did he believe in the middle of the war banter and considered it a sign of weakness. He seems to care and socialize with members of his kind the most. He wasn't reluctant to
nearly kill Wheeljack, but he shrugged when Miko blasted the missiles from the Jackhammer ending his life. Forces and capabilities Hardshell has extreme and brutal force, he was able to manhandle bulkhead and Wheeljack with ease, to the point that he nearly killed them both, he's the most aggressive of his side also
one of the strongest. Behind the scenes, Hardshell is voiced by David Kaye who also voiced Megatron in the Generation One sequels Beast Wars and Beast Machines. He has also voiced Megatron in each series in the Unicron Trilogy Armada, Energon and Cybertron. To erode it, he also voiced Optimus Prime himself,
as well as Lugnut in Transformers: Animated. Appearances Gallery Main Article: Hardshell/Gallery Quotes There is no greater cruelty than an Insecticon hive..... but if you were to choose one among us. *Hardshell lands on the bridge behind Megatron* I'm Hardshell. Divided! And don't hesitate to overcome !!! You know a
thing yourself or two about dirty tricks, Wrecker. - Hardshell to Bulkhead in Toxicity. I know your kind. I've crossed over a few Wreckers in my time. The Wrecker left me alive....*breath air deep out*... the last mistake he will ever make. Yes. The Wrecker licks out of his wounds. Find him! There is no logic in his
movements. His track was meant to make us go astray. To find the Wrecker, we shouldn't follow. We should expect. Wrecker!!! Put the rock down and allow us to emante you out of your misery. Your spark is mine... Wrecker! I have no one my lord. We couldn't regain the Tox-En. But the green Autobot was ended. By my
own hand Lord Megatron. You have to see the Wrecker's face when his spark expired. Knowing he had complied in the hands of a true warrior. Lord Megatron now understands that the tough tasks are best assigned to an Insecticon. You couldn't produce lockdowns strong enough to hold us down. Lord Megatron I swear
by the AllSpark the Autobot couldn't have survived his wounds! Thanks to your lame friend, I'm all too familiar with your Wrecker tricks. Speaking during the war is a sign of weakness. Your spark will now belong to Megatron! - Final words before death. Trivia Hardshell is generally named Bombshell but because of a
copyright to the name of Hasbro, Val van Cybertron and Prime had to change its name to Hardshell Its design in Fall of Cybertron is based heavily on its Generation One counterpart. Exactly when he turned into his robotic form is unknown. He's the only member of the original three Insects to make an appearance in
Transformers: Prime. He's the first Decepticon in the Transformers: Prime series that has come so close to killing off a main Autobot character since the series began. Tailgates and Seaspray don't count as they are not main characters. Hardshell's statement that he fought several Wreckers implies that he fought the unit
either constantly or on a regular basis during the war. War.
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